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16th October 2017, Reading, UK: Workbooks announces that Zenith Technologies Ltd, leaders in delivering

manufacturing software systems to Life Sciences companies globally, has chosen Workbooks CRM to help

drive and manage business growth and provide an integrated platform for their new business sales, account

management and marketing teams. 

Founded in 1998, Zenith (http://www.zenithtechnologies.com) has 16 offices worldwide with over 750

skilled people, delivering over 3,500 years combined engineering experience. Working with 9 out of the

Top 10 Pharmaceutical and Biotech companies, Zenith provides Enterprise Performance Solutions comprised

of MES, Automation and Process Control. As the company has grown globally, so have the requirements for

a CRM. 



“Limitations of the current system in supporting our growth and linking up to other processes led to

the search for a new and improved CRM solution (http://www.workbooks.com/why-crm?tab=sales),” says

Stuart Richards, Sales and Marketing Director at Zenith Technologies.  “Workbooks grabbed our attention

straight away as they were the only CRM vendor to propose a jointly-funded Shared Success Workshop. The

purpose of the Workshop was to understand the benefits a successful CRM project would deliver. Leveraging

their extensive CRM experience, the Workbooks analysts and consultants translated our desired business

outcomes into CRM requirements, and prepared a CRM project roadmap with resource requirements and

proposed functionality”.



Key areas identified in the CRM project roadmap included sales requirements, to ensure the best customer

service and account management was delivered to the customer, real-time visibility of global accounts via

mobile devices, and an integrated approach that would ensure the other systems used by Zenith fed into

the new CRM effortlessly.  



 “Having a well-defined set of CRM requirements and a clear view on our outcomes made it easier for us

to carry-out the selection process,” said Richards. “We invited CRM vendors to submit proposals, and

after careful consideration, we selected Workbooks as our CRM of choice to take our business forward. We

liked the idea of working with a vendor who could deliver to our global needs with functionalities that

were aligned to our goals, but more importantly we believe Workbooks are the best suited partner to

ensure the success of our CRM project and felt confident that they would deliver. Thanks to the Shared

Success Workshop, we also had a clear roadmap for our CRM journey.” 



“We are very proud to be selected by Zenith Technologies following a thorough competitive process,”

said John Cheney, CEO at Workbooks. “I’m pleased to see Zenith taking advantage of our Shared Success

Workshop approach to ensure that the business outcomes and success criteria are well defined at the start

of the project. We’re looking forward to a successful long-term partnership with the Zenith team.”



About Zenith Technologies Limited



Zenith Technologies operate 100% in Life Sciences; we are world leaders in delivering manufacturing

software systems that make businesses compliant and competitive. We specialise in providing Enterprise

Performance Solutions comprised of MES, Automation and Process Control to Life Science companies
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globally. Working with 9 out of the Top 10 Pharmaceutical and Biotech companies, we partner with

customers as an independent trusted advisor, providing performance improvements, reduced costs, total

compliance and improved operator effectiveness. We achieve this through combining experienced engineers

and consultants, comprehensive design methodologies, and leading-edge technology implementation.



Founded in 1998, Zenith has 16 offices worldwide with over 750 skilled employees, delivering over 3500

years combined engineering experience. Our expertise is centered around providing vendor independent

Project Life Cycle Management Solutions to Life Science Industries globally. We support customers from

initial consultation, project implementation, commissioning and qualification, site maintenance and

continuous learning. We deliver performance improvements, reduced costs, total compliance, and improved

operator skills through customer partnership.

For more information, visit www.zenithtechnologies.com.



About Workbooks



Workbooks delivers cloud-based CRM and Marketing Automation applications to the mid-market, at an

affordable price. Workbooks extends beyond sales, marketing and customer support to include order

management and fulfilment, invoicing and supplier management, at a price which is typically 50-70% less

than solutions such as Salesforce or Microsoft Dynamics. 



Workbooks joins up the entire organisation around data and processes, promoting teamwork and

collaboration. It provides a single 360 view of customers and the information is accessible anytime,

anywhere. Productivity is increased, operations are streamlined, insightful decisions are made and the

business is better equipped to differentiate against the competition.



For more information, visit www.workbooks.com.
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